REMARKS ON WEAK AUTOMORPHISMS OF 1-UNARY ALGEBRAS

Let Ul-(A,F ) be an algebra with the clone A (a)
of algebraic operations i=superpositions of all projections e^ix-,...,x_) = and the operations from F ). Any permutau -1 tion (xtZ^ induces a permutation i'--f ^ = fx f /jl on the set of all operations on the set A. If A (CJl) is fixed under this permutation, (X is called a weak automorphism of (JL . This notion was introduced by A.Goetz in [2] . Except of special algebras as Boolean and Post algebras ( [jo] ), linear or affine space, algebras with a basis ([l] , [7] ) and nilpotent groups ([3l, [11] ) very little is known. Recently L. Polak in [8] has described the group of weak automorphisms of 1-unary algebras Ul = (A,f) as a semi-direct product of the automorphism group of 0[ and the group C = {ktZ":(A,f) is isomorphic k ) to (A,f ) and (k,n)=1f. Here n is the smallest natural number such that f = f. This description seems to be rather unpleasant, because the group C is not given explicitly.
Tne purpose of this paper is to give more information about the group of weak automorphisms of 1-unary algebras.
1. Since the clone of algebraic operations of the 1-unary algebra Ul = (A,f) consists of |l,f,f 2 ,...} and the powers of projections, any weak automorphism fx of Ul has to induoe This paper is based on the lecture preaented at the Conference on Universal Algebra held at the Technical University of Warsaw (Wilga), May 22-25, 1986 . Proposition. Let Ot = (A,f) be a 1-unary algebra with f n+1 = f. Then:
1. The restriction of f to the image X = f{A) is a permutation of order n.
2. Any ¿x t WAut(Ci) preserves the subalgebra (X,f) of Ot .
The relation a~b if and only if f(a) » f(b) is a con-
gruence of ot .
Proof.
We have f n+1 (a) = f n (f(a)J = 1 {f(a)J for all aU, whiah means that f maps X onto itself and f n = 1.
Since f k (x) = x for all xtX implies f k+1 (a) = f(a) for all a eA, the operation f is a permutation of order n on the set X.
Statements 2 and 3 are immediate.
Let 0(xQ) = {x0,*1,...,xk_1}l where f(xi) « xi+1 (1+1 is taken mod k, of course) be the orbit of the element xQe X.
It is well known (of.e.g.
[4]) that k must divide n, there is no infinite orbit in X and all the orbits form a partition of the set X. If Xk , UiiN, is the collection of all k^-element orbits which occur in X, then n = g.c.d.|k1,k2,...,kN|.
II. Theorem 1.
If ¿¿is a weak automorphism of the algebra Ot .
k is a positive integer suoh that (k,k^) = 1, then the permutation ¿tk of Xk defined on each k^-element orbit | xQ,x1,...,xk ^j by the formula
is-an element of WAut[CX^ } with f 1 = f k .
1 u k Proof.
Since the mapping f -f^ = f has to be r Vl a permutation on the set (1,f,...,f J, k must be relatively prime to kit because if (f 1 )^ = f, then f kl = f, i.e., kl = 1 (mod k^). On the other hand, the assumption (k,^) = 1 implies that the mapping defined by (1) is in fact a permutation on the set X<, . Moreover, we have ^k^-"ki (x pk ) = <"kl f( V = <"£i (x p+1 ) = x ( p+1 )k = ^V 1 » where p+1,(p+1)k and pk are taken mod k^. Theorem 1 is thus proved. Theorem 2.
There is an element ¡i in WAut(X,f) with f 1 " = f k if and only if (k,ki) = 1 for all i = 1,2,...,N. Moreover, any suoh weak automorphism fi of (X,f) is of the form fia, where a e Aut(X,f) and ¿xQ is defined by
Observe that any weak automorphism ¡j. of (X,f) maps every orbit 0(xQ) onto other orbit O(x^), because (X permutes f 1 , i = 1,2,... . Thus ¿u has to preserve the sum of all k^-element orbit, i.e., X^ and, consequently, the restriction of u to the set Xv is an element of WAut(Ci. ). i K i It follows from Theorem 1 that (k,^) = 1 for all i=1,...,N. Now let (X be a weak automorphism of (X,f) such that f"" = f k . First of all we check that fi defined in (2) is an element of WAut(X,f). Indeed, if k is relatively prime to each k^, 1 ¡sii-N, then [XQ is a permutation of X^ and accordingly to Theorem 1, it is a weak automorphism /i^ of the <"o k i algebra (Xv , i = 1,2 such that f -f . 
III. Theorem 3.
A weak automorphism ¡u of (X,f) can be extended to a weak automorphism ¿7 of the algebra a = (A,f) with t^ = f k if and only if the cardinality of the sets [a]^ and f" 1 ({,uf k ( a)} ) is the same for all a e X' = A-X.
Proof. By statement 2 of the Proposition, any weak automorphism ji of at maps the elements of X' onto itself. Thus, if ju is an extension of /i c WAut(X,f), then, of course, f M = f k . Moreover, since k>0, fx is a permutation on X and the last equality gives f^U)) = ,u(f k (a)) for all a«X'. According of statement 3 of the Proposition the relation ~ ia a congruence of Ol and any weak automorphism of ot has to permute the abstract classes of ~ .
Thus fi ([a],J « = f^if^ia)}).
Supposa now that ,«eWAut(X.f} with f M = f k satisfies the condition card( [a] .J = card(f~* ({.tzfNa)} ) ) for all aeX'. Let be a bijeotion of the set [a]^, onto the set f~1 ({¿if k (a)| )< where a runs through a selector T of abstraot classes of ~ in the set X'. We put
Clearly, Jx is a permutation of A. We have also ya(x) £ e f" 1 ({/if k (a)} ), which is equivalent to f( ^(x) ) //f k (a).
Thus for any x e[a]^, a £ T, we have
for all x e A. Therefore Jx is a weak automorphism ot CX t as required* Corollary 1.
Since any bisection Ya of [a]^ onto f" 1 ({,uf k (a)} ) is a superposition of a fixed bisection and some permutation of the set [a]^, the set of all exteoaions of ft mentioned in Theorem 3 can be identified with the Cartesian product n sr",. Wei LaJ Corollary 2. If all classes [aj^, a fT, have the same cardinality and f(X') = X, then each weak automorphism of (X,f) can be extended to a weak automorphism of the algebra oi . 
